


Where once there was nothing but 
neglected woodland you can now 
find an open-air museum.



Europos Parkas was founded by the sculptor 
Gintaras Karosas.



He was clearing the wild woodland for a 
couple of years.



In 1991 the artist created the first sculpture, 
marking the birth of Europos Parkas.



On October 5, 1991 the 
first guided tour of 
Europos Parkas was 
conducted.



The goal of the museum is to give an artistic 
significance to the geographic centre of the 
European continent.



The Monument of the 
Centre of Europe points 
to all the capitals of 
Europe, indicating the 
distance to each and in 
what direction from its 
centre.



In 1993 the First International Sculpture Symposium 
was organised.







The first exhibits were of huge interest to both press 
and public.





Today Europos Parkas displays 
over 90 works of art.



The museum is being 
developed in harmony 
with nature and art.





The first plan of Europos Parkas



It is changing…



Gradually the infrastructure of the museum was developed, 
the huge woodland cleared, and a network of footpaths 
established. Today, the exhibition spans an area of 55ha.



The museum is visited by 
over 60,000 people annually.



One is fascinated by the 
blossoms of the grassland 
in the springtime…



And by the faded colours of the misty 
autumn…





In different seasons 









As the day progresses





And the light is changing 





This harmonious whole 
makes a lasting impression.



Chair/Pool by Dennis Oppenheim, built in Europos Parkas 
in 1996, has encouraged the contribution of other classics of 
modern sculpture to the museum.









Magdalena Abakanowicz created the mystic
Space of Unknown Growth.





In 1999 Double Negative Pyramid by world 
famous minimalist Sol LeWitt was built.



The range of sculptures is wide. Some are 
flattened against the earth…



Some are hanging over your 
head…





Made of stone…



Concrete…



Metal…





Chamber of Light by the 
famous Czech artist Prof. Ales 
Vesely was produced in four 
different factories.





LNK Infotree by Gintaras Karosas is 
acknowledged as The World’s Largest Sculpture 
made of television sets by Guinness World 
Records. 



You will discover the admirable world of art at 
Europos Parkas.



You will listen to the voices of wind and birds in the 
treetops …



… Wander in the space of unknown growth…



… Find a huge chair full of water…



… Slip out from sixteen chairs…



… Jump on the 
moving floor…



… Discover the secret of 
the ‘drinking house’…



… Lose your way in the world’s largest sculpture 
made of TV sets …





… Wonder at the huge stones hanging in the air…



… Meet the Mexican woman looking at the moon…



Children and adults experience the joy of discovery.






